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Abstract
The cornerstone of treatment for advanced cervical cancer is
chemotherapy and concomitant radiotherapy, extending the radiation
field to the paraaortic area if affected nodes are present in the upper
abdomen. The sensitivity of available imaging techniques, including
Positron Emission Tomography (PET), is low, with an inadmissible
false negative rate. Surgical staging is the best way to assess nodal
status. Moreover there are some reports that suggest therapeutic
benefit of paraaortic lymphadenectomy in cervical cancer.
The uncertainty regarding survival impact of pre-treatment
para-aortic lymph node assessment results in different treatment
alternatives, in many cases depending on locally available resources
or surgeons´ training in advanced laparoscopic procedures.

As far as better sensitivity is achieved, a paraaortic
lymphadenectomy should be offered preferably via retroperitoneal
route until renal vein by MIS (either laparoscopy or robotics)
whenever available.

Review

The cornerstone of treatment for advanced cervical cancer
is chemotherapy and concomitant radiotherapy, extending the
radiation field to the paraaortic area if affected nodes are present
in the upper abdomen, because surgery alone is not likely to be
curative and these patients usually require adjuvant treatment,
which is associated with a high incidence of morbidity when
combined.
Nowadays there is insufficient evidence that pre-treatment
surgical para-aortic lymph node assessment for locally advanced
cervical cancer is beneficial. No randomized trials address this
issue, and therefore definitive recommendations cannot be made
[1]. The uncertainty regarding survival impact of pre-treatment
para-aortic lymph node assessment results in different treatment
alternatives, in many cases depending on locally available
resources or surgeons´ training in advanced laparoscopic
procedures.

We discuss very briefly the main discussion topics and the
contribution of robotics to advanced cervical cancer treatment.

Nodal status and RT treatment

The most important prognostic factors in cervical cancer are
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FIGO stage and nodal involvement. The presence of positive paraaortic lymph nodes greatly conditions survival in these patients.
In addition, the presence or absence of lymph node metastases
guides treatment planning. Knowledge of aortic node status will
tailor radiotherapy field.

Surgical staging is the best way to assess nodal status. The
sensitivity of available imaging techniques is very low. Computer
Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have
sensitivities of 50 and 56%, respectively. Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) is the best imaging technique to asses nodal
spread and has 82% sensitivity and 95% specificity [2]. It is
considered acceptable only in populations with a relatively high
probability of lymph node metastasis [3]. The False Positive
(FP) rate for PET/CT is 11% [4], which results in considerable
overtreatment. A treatment option in these patients is to forgo
lymphadenectomy and extend radiotherapy fields in these
patients. This is not adequate for radiological negative patients,
as up to 27.2% would be undertreated.
The implications of undertreating these patients are life
threatening because they will relapse as a result of incomplete
treatment. The survival rate with histologically positive paraaortic lymph nodes treated with extended-field radiation therapy
is as high as 50%.

Furthermore there are some reports that suggest therapeutic
benefit of paraaortic lymphadenectomy in cervical cancer
[5,6]. And last year in a large meta analysis published in Lancet
Oncology by Gouy et al. [7] report a 12% false negative for PET
(and up to 22% in those with uptake during PET of pelvic nodes).
They suggest surgical staging in PET negative patients. They
report similar survival between nodal metastasis of 5 mm or
less (and treated with extension of RT) and PET negative ones,
suggesting a positive therapeutic effect of surgery [8].
There is no available evidence of improved overall
survival in patients with surgically tailored chemoradiation.
A randomized trial is needed to resolve these questions. The
multicenter international study LiLACS (Lymphadenectomy in
Locally Advanced Cervical Cancer) directed by Frumovitz at MD
Anderson [9], is a phase 3 clinical trial comparing surgical tailored
chemoradiation versus PET/CT tailored chemoradiation, with
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overall survival as the primary endpoint. This study will need 8
years to recruit 600 patients, and intends to detect a 9% increase
in overall survival. It will resolve these and other questions.

Retroperitoneal route

Retroperitoneal access affords a comfortable operating
field with no bowel loops. It´s especially indicated in morbid
obesity, prior surgeries, surgical restaging and retroperitoneal
recurrences [10].
It also benefits women with important intestinal distension, a
small mesenteric root or who cannot tolerate the trendelenburg
position [11].

Transperitoneal access is more difficult in our opinion, with
an 8% conversion rate to open surgery, especially in obese
patients [12].

Research on animal models has demonstrated reduced
adhesion formation with retroperitoneal access [13]. It is also
worth noting that any adhesions forming will not affect the
bowel loops, unlike those caused by transperitoneal access. To
our knowledge, there are no studies comparing the morbidity
associated with these two access sites. It is accepted that there
is a lower risk of intraoperative intestinal complications with
this approach [14]. Furthermore, retroperitoneal access could
hypothetically reduce intestinal complications in subsequent
radiotherapy, though this has not been demonstrated. .
A 9% (+/-7) rate of post-radiotherapy intestinal complications
has been reported with a 5-year follow-up in the radiotherapy
treatment of gynecological malignancies [15].

Upper boundary

There are several publications about location of nodal
metastasis in paraaortic lymphadenectomy. The upper boundary
of dissection, either the Inferior Mesenteric Artery (IMA) or
the renal vein, is a subject of debate. Some surgeons perform
lymphadenectomy only up to the IMA, because single metastasis
above IMA are not common, particularly if pelvic PET is negative
[16], while others perform it up to the renal vein, because there is
a significant percentage of patients with isolated supramesenteric
metastasis [17]. Lymphadenectomy extended up to the renal
vein can double the number of nodes obtained [18]. We suggest
lymphadenectomy up to the renal vein.

Laparoscopy or robotics

The advantages of robotics have been extensively described
in many papers, but there are few publications that describe
this procedure [11,19,20] and no papers that focus on potential
disadvantages.
The retroperitoneal paraaortic technique is performed
within a very narrow surgical field. Collision of robotics arms
can be a problem difficult to resolve. Location of trocars is also
very important in classical laparoscopy but we have encountered
a greater margin for error in our experience. Additionally, one
more port is necessary for robotics. Robotic trocars are slightly
larger, 8 mms vs. 5mms.
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The trocar disposition we use is quite similar to the one we
use in classical laparoscopy [21]. We have a wide range of robot
triangulation, with no collisions and the assistant fits more
comfortably (never at all with robotics).

There are no randomized trials comparing outcomes of
robotic and classical laparoscopy paraaortic retroperitoneal
lymphadenectomy. Blood loss, cost, number of nodes, surgical
times etc. are unresolved questions that need for controlled trials.
In January 2014 the largest series of robotic extraperitoneal
paraaortic lymphadenectomy has been published by the group of
Vall D´Hebron [22]. They obtained a higher number of nodes when
robotics are used instead of classical laparoscopy comparing it
with a retrospective series of their group by classical laparoscopy
(17 vs 14, p<0,05), with decreased blood loss (20ml vs 90ml,
p<0,05) without differences on postoperative complications.

In our experience with robotics we haven´t found great
advantages over classical laparoscopy approach. We have also
found it is slower, in part due to our docking learning curve. And
we have encountered some problems: It´s easy for the trocar to
slip out in obese. It´s also easy to lose sight of the instruments,
they should always be visible in the screen. It´s difficult to
measure how much force is being used and it can be dangerous
if too much traction is applied to vascular structures. Advanced
sealing devices are not available for Da Vinci S, Intuitive Surgical
(Sunnyvale, CA), so using a bipolar dissector and monopolar
energy a better dissection and pedicle skeletonation are key
factors.
Preserving ovarian arteries in premenopausal women is not
always easy, particularly the left ovarian artery, but must be
accomplished, and make an ovarian transposition in the same
surgery. We suggest tunneling the ovarian pedicle under the
peritoneum and passing and suturing them through a peritoneal
window at each side as high as possible to preserve ovarian
function and prevent internal hernias.

In the near future, more robotic systems will be available. They
will be cheaper and they will improve, probably incorporating
tactile feedback as well as other innovations. We believe it is a
promising technology.

Pelvic lymphadenectomy

Some authors defend that chemotherapy and concomitant
RT do not control a proportion of affected nodes, and reducing
tumoral mass of by removing suspected nodes could improve
survival [23]. But there is no evidence to suggest routine pelvic
lymphadenectomy in advance cervical cancer.

Pelvic lymphadenectomy can be performed by classical
transperitoneal laparoscopy [24]. Pelvic retroperitoneal access
has also been described [23], but the surgical technique is more
complicated and the theorical benefices of reducing the adhesion
formation of this approach are more limited. There are no reports
of robotic approach; we have partially procedures, which we
completed transperitoneal due to difficulties.
Staging in advanced cervical cancer must be surgical, as this
is the only accurate method of assessing lymph node status.
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Paraaortic lymphadenectomy up to the renal vein provides more
complete information. There is no overall survival benefit, but
the information provided will help tailor treatment and can have
a positive effect by decreasing tumoral mass. Laparoscopy and
robotics are both feasible and safe, with few complications. RT
will not be delayed by the procedure and RT morbidity will not
be affected.
Robotics is more expensive and there are still no randomized
trials demonstrating its potential advantages.
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